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Award-Winning eBeam Technology for Every Classroom and Conference Room

eBeam® Digital Ready™ Whiteboards
Enable Interactivity in Minutes

eBeam Digital Ready bridges the gap between marker-based and interactive 
whiteboards. For those who want to gradually transition to interactivity, eBeam  
Digital Ready provides a modularized path with immediate and long-term benefits.
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Fully featured boards allow 
interactive note capture, live 
annotations, remote meetings 
and more

• Lowers total whiteboard investment cost

• Simplifies installation

• Provides flexible upgrade options

• Standardizes and simplifies facility   
 planning process

• Meets long and short-term 
 capture needs

• Protects investment—50 year surface   
 guarantee surpasses competition

• GREENGUARD certified boards help   
 achieve clean air in facilities

Benefits



Luidia is a trusted provider of interactive whiteboard solutions. Luidia provides its Idea Capturing Technology to 
industry leaders – making compelling new interactive presentation and display products that promote idea capture, 
collaboration and dynamic information sharing.

Claridge is a leading U.S. manufacturer of visual display products found in classrooms, training rooms, offices and 
board rooms across the world.
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1 traditional whiteboard + installation costs

1 interactive whiteboard + installation costs

2 boards and 2 installations
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1 multi-purpose board

1 installation

substantial cost and time savings
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With pre-built partitions for cords and cables, Digital Ready whiteboards combine  
sleek design with installation ease. The multi-purpose whiteboards provide a rock- 
solid surface for handwritten notes. Once a facility decides to add interactive features, 
a simple eBeam Digital Upgrade transforms boards to lively collaboration spaces  
in minutes.

Schools and buildings can now purchase and install just one board for all  
whiteboard needs.

With an eBeam Digital Upgrade, users have the the ability to mark up anything 
projected from a computer and enliven PowerPoint presentations, documents and  
web pages.

Every annotation on the board is captured so 
important ideas are never lost and notes can be 
shared over the Internet in real time, sent via email 
or edited at a later date. For educators, a library 
of items provide rich content for presentations. 
Graphics, photographs and animation that help 
engage participants can be easily dragged and 
dropped onto a presentation. Users can choose  
the file format that works best – including jpeg, pdf 
and Microsoft PowerPoint – to share presentations 
and lessons. 

The Digital Ready board from Claridge is solid steel, 
with a fusion bonded porcelain surface that provides 
a combination writing and projection surface that’s 

scratch and stain-resistant. Low-gloss, colorfast and magnetic, the porcelain surface 
is guaranteed for 50 years or the life of the building. Claridge’s LCS-II porcelain 
surface has been GREENGUARD certified. 

With buy now, upgrade later abilities, a durable, multi-function whiteboard surface 
and limitless presentation abilities, Digital Ready whiteboards offer form, function  
and affordability.

The iconic eBeam tool palette is 
intuitive and feature-packed.

“Learning styles, interests 
and backgrounds differ 
greatly from one of my 
students to the next.  
As a teacher, it’s my goal 
to level the learning field, 
and [eBeam technology] 
allows me to do that.”

Jeff Caswell,  
Seventh-Grade Math Teacher 
Arlington Middle School 
Arlington, Tennessee


